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The current UFO story is not a 
Big Nothing, but neither is it a 
Big Something.
Tucker Carlson addressed it on the first episode (6:43 
mark) of Tucker on Twitter, his new show solely broadcast 
on the social media giant’s platform.

“A former Air Force officer, who worked for years in 
military intelligence, came forward as a whistleblower to 
reveal that the U.S. Government has physical evidence of 
crashed, non-human-made aircraft, as well as the bodies of 
the pilots who flew those aircraft,” Tucker explained. “The 
Pentagon has spent decades studying these other-worldly 
remains in order to build more technologically-advanced 
weapons systems. OK. That’s what the former intel officer 
revealed, and it’s clear he was telling the truth.”

Tucker’s conclusion? “UFOs are actually real and so, 
apparently, is extraterrestrial life.”

He may have gone a bit overboard. As “skeptic” science 
writer Michael Shermer notes, there is no real evidence 
here — at least in The Debrief’s  June 5 story, upon which 
most of the journalism is based — just very familiar 
rumors. Nothing whistleblower David Charles Grusch says 
is new; hundreds of other alleged whistleblowers have 
been saying similar things for decades.

What’s different? This time one of these whistleblowers 
has sworn under oath and given testimony to Congress.

Which is not insignificant. Grusch’s testimony 
also, allegedly, points to where in the Deep State the 
secrets lay hiding.

While the story hardly proves “UFOs are actually real” 
and so “is extraterrestrial life,” it suggests that the 
Government’s contradictory past press releases on the 
subject may (just may) be provably identified as the lies 
they’ve long seemed.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.  
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